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Abstract. We present a novel 3D-to-2D registration method called CLARET
(Correction via Limited-Angle Residues in External Beam Therapy) that
has potential application to rapid and accurate image-guided radiother-
apy in lung with low-dose imaging. CLARET contains three components:
shape modeling, machine learning of regression matrices, and treatment
application. It models the patient’s breathing space from the patient’s
treatment planning Respiratory-Correlated CTs (RCCTs) through an
Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) / Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) framework. The eigenmode weights
form the 3D shape parameters. Second, it performs multi-scale linear re-
gressions between selected 3D shape parameters and covariates defined
by intensity residues in the 2D projection space. At treatment time,
CLARET computes a patient’s lung deformations by iteratively apply-
ing the learned regression matrices on the normalized intensity residues
between the treatment-time imaging radiographs and corresponding pro-
jections of the current estimated CT. Both our synthetic and clinical test
results show that CLARET can provide fast and accurate treatment-time
3D shape deformation corrections using a single radiograph for Image-
Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT).

1 Introduction

Recent advances in Image-Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT) emphasize the
capability of fast treatment-time tumor localization while using low imaging ra-
diation dose. A 3D/2D registration framework has shown promise for lung IGRT:
With the patient’s respiratory motion model computed, the patient’s treatment-
time lung deformations can be calculated by iteratively matching the Digitally-
Reconstructed Radiographs (DRRs) of the deformed CT to the treatment-time
radiographs with a regularization to the model space. Long et al. and Brock et
al. used cubic B-splines as the respiratory motion model in this framework and
showed accurate estimations of the treatment-time Deformation Vector Fields
(DVFs) by using limited-angle radiographs [1] and a small number of radio-
graphs [2] respectively. Li et al. [3,4] extended this 3D/2D framework and built



the respiratory motion model by doing Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
on the 4D Respiratory-Correlated CTs (RCCTs) acquired at treatment simula-
tion. They used a GPU-accelerated gradient-descent optimization scheme that
showed accurate tumor localization with a single radiograph.

However, traditional gradient descent optimization approaches suffer from
complexity in computing the image Jacobian, and they also require a well-defined
convex metric to guarantee that the scheme reaches the global optimum.

Chou et al. [5] instead used a novel regression-based matching scheme in this
3D/2D framework for patient re-positioning in head-and-neck IGRT. Referred
to as CLARET (Correction via Limited-Angle Residues in External Beam Ther-
apy), it parameterized the patient’s rigid motion and performed regression learn-
ing on the intensity residues between the DRRs of the transformed CT and the
treatment-time radiographs. For the treatment application, their 3D/2D image
registration can be accomplished in real time by computationally inexpensive
matrix multiplications.

In this paper, we adapt CLARET to radiotherapy of lung tumors by introduc-
ing the following enhancements: 1) We extend the theoretically fast regression-
based 3D/2D image matching in [5] to deformable registrations in lung. 2) We
build an improved respiratory motion model using a Large Deformation Diffeo-
morphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) between a Fréchet mean image and each
phase-binned CT in the RCCT set. A principal component analysis (PCA) is
applied to the resultant Displacement Vector Fields (DVF) to derive the motion
model. 3) We adapt a local Gaussian normalization scheme [6] for removal of
x-ray scatter from radiographs, followed by a histogram matching scheme for
intensity correction between the DRRs and the radiographs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sections 2, 3, and 4 we
describe each component of the CLARET method - shape modeling, machine
learning and the treatment application respectively. In Section 5 we present
results on the accuracy of CLARET - as a function of the number and angular
spacing of the radiographs. We conclude this paper and discuss future work in
Section 6.

2 Shape Modeling

CLARET uses a patient-specific lung motion modeling. It models the patient’s
breathing space with the patient’s planning 4D RCCT in two steps: 1) Calcula-
tion of a Fréchet mean and diffeomorphisms from it for the respiration phases; 2)
PCA statistical analysis of the DVFs to model the patient’s breathing manifold.

2.1 Breathing Manifold Generation

In order to model the breathing space realistically, CLARET computes the pa-
tient’s respiratory intrinsic mean by Fréchet mean image I via an LDDMM
framework on the individual within-phase CTs making up the N - phase RCCT.



The Fréchet mean, as well as diffeomorphic displacement maps from the mean
to each phase image, are computed using a fluid-flow distance metric [7] :

I = arg
I
min

N∑
i=1

d(I, Ii)
2 = min

∫ 1

0

∫
Ω

||v(x)||2dxdt+ 1

σ2

∫
Ω

||I(φ−1(x))−Ii(x)||2dx,

(1)
where Ii(x) is the intensity of the pixel at position x in the ith image of

the RCCT set, v is the fluid-flow velocity field with time t, σ is the weighting
variable on the image dissimilarity, and φ(x) describes the deformation of the
pixel at location x: φ(x) = x+

∫ 1

0
v(x)dt.

The Fréchet mean image and the corresponding DVF to the ith phase RCCT,
φi, is calculated by gradient descent optimization. They can be used to generate
the breathing manifold by the following statistical analysis. See an example
Fréchet mean image in Figure 1(c).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. A patient’s (a) planning CT at the End-Expiration (EE) phase, (b) planning
CT at the End-Inspiration (EI) phase and (c) respiratory Fréchet mean CT generated
via an LDDMM framework.

2.2 Statistical Analysis

CLARET calculates the principal modes of deformation variation by doing PCA
on the N DVFs, φ1...φN , computed in the previous step.

We have found that 2 - 3 modes of variation suffice to obtain 95% of the
total variation. See Figure 2 for the visualization of the principal DVFs of a lung
dataset. Based on verification that can be found in [8] , we assume that the
patient’s time-varying deformations of the lung at treatment time, φt, can be
spanned by these eigenmodes, φpc, with weighting parameters λ and the mean
DVF, φ.

φt = φ+
∑
i

λt · φipc

However, the values of the eigenmode weights through a respiratory cycle
need not be the same as at planning time. CLARET’s objective at treatment
time is to find the eigenmode weights and thus the Fréchet mean diffeomorphisms
that correspond to the images at treatment time.



(a) (b)

Fig. 2. The (a) first and (b) second principal components of DVFs analyzed from the
RCCTs of a lung dataset. Colored lines indicate heat maps of the DVF magnitudes.
As shown in the images, the first principal motion is the expansion / shrinkage of the
lung and the second principal motion is along SI direction.

−→
X : Left to Right (LR);

−→
Y : Anterior to Posterior (AP);

−→
Z : Superior to Inferior (SI).

3 Machine Learning

CLARET needs to learn how to transform the image data into eigenmode
weights. It does this using a regression approach similar to that used in Ac-
tive Appearance Models [9]. The regression matrix describes the best linear
transformation on 2D intensity residues to give eigenmode weights. The inten-
sity residues are produced by concatenating pixel-wise intensity differences in
the DRRs at different respiratory shapes. DRRs are generated by a GPU-based
CT volume re-projection function, P .

3.1 Residues to Eigenmode Weights Regression

We adapt a machine learning method initiated in [5] that uses linear regression
to correlate the eigenmode weighting parameters λj in the jth training case with
the covariated intensity residues between the concatenation of the n DRRs at the
deformed and mean patient motion states. n is the number of DRRs simulated
from a limited angular range that corresponds to the treatment-time imaging
geometry.

λj = [P (I ◦ φj)− P (I)]n ·M ,

where M is the regression matrix that will be applied in the treatment stage to
yield the estimated eigenmode weights λ.

However, it is unrealizable to enumerate many combinations in λ. Therefore,
we use the multiscale piecewise approximation scheme described in the next
section.



3.2 Multiscale Training

In the training stage, K multiscale regression matrices M1, M2, · · · , MK are
generated from large to small scales of training. At the k-th level of training,
the eigenmode weights λ are collected from the combinations of ±λk and 0. In
order to have accurate estimations in the whole training domain, the selection
of λk depends on the interpolation accuracy of Mk such that the union of each
level’s confidence interval, τkλ , covers the whole training domain.

K
∪
k=1

τkλ ⊇ [−λlimit, λlimit],

where ±λlimit is the training limits for the parametrized transformation. In this
paper, we took 3 standard deviation of the DVFs in the RCCTs as the limits of
our training.

In the treatment stage the calculated multiscale regression matrices are ap-
plied sequentially, fromM1 toMK , to give new deformation combinations when
CLARET fails to decrease the Sum of the Squared Difference (SSD) between the
DRRs at the estimated shape and the radiographs. In this paper, we applied four
scales (K = 4) with λk = (K − k + 1) · λlimit/K.

4 Treatment Application

4.1 Local Gaussian Normalization and Histogram Matching

CLARET’s regression learning requires comparable intensities between the 2D
DRRs and the radiographs J to have adequate registration quality. However, the
x-ray scattering artifacts in the treatment-time radiographs will impose incom-
parable intensities. Therefore, CLARET uses a localized Gaussian normalization
method described in [6] that will remove the undesired scattering artifacts. This
localized Gaussian normalization together with the histogram matching scheme
described below is intended to produce intensity consistent radiographs.

For each Gaussian window, CLARET calculates the local mean u and stan-
dard deviation σ and normalizes the intensity for each pixel u in the window:

û =
u− u
σ

, where û is the normalized intensity.

In this paper, we use a Gaussian window with an RMS width of 31.98 mm where
CLARET yields the most accurate 3D tumor localization. See Figure 5.

Also, in order to correct the intensity spectrum differences between the DRRs
P (I) at the mean shape and the locally normalized / estimated scatter removed
radiographs J̃ , a function F on intensity achieving non-linear cumulative his-
togram matching is applied in CLARET after normalization. That is, F is de-
fined by

F (Hf (J̃)) = Hf (P (I)),



where Hf is the culmulative histogram profiling function for the lung region
in the images. In this paper, we used the mean intensity to threshold the lung
region. The histogram matched intensities Ĵ can be calculated through the map-
ping: Ĵ = J̃ ◦ F . See the illustration in Figure 3.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. A patient’s (a) raw Cone-Beam (CB) radiograph, (b) local Gaussian normalized
CB radiograph, (c) histogram matched CB radiograph at the EE phase and (d) DRR
at the mean respiratory phase at angle =14.18◦. As shown in the images, after nor-
malization and histogram matching, the intensity contrast in the radiograph becomes
closer to that in the DRR.

4.2 Iterative Matching

After normalization and histogram matching for the treatment-time radiograph,
CLARET calculates the intensity residues between the DRRs at the mean shape
and the normalized radiographs Ĵ . It then applies the learned multiscale regres-
sion matrices M in sequence to yield the estimated eigenmode weights λ. The
estimated CT is generated by deforming the Fréchet mean CT Ī with the esti-
mated eigenmode weights λ and the eigenmode DVFs φpc. The estimated CT is
then used in the next iteration to generate the DRRs at the updated shape. The
iterative process stops when the SSD of intensity between the radiographs and
the estimated DRRs is below the threshold thr. DRRs are generated in real-time
with GPU acceleration. As shown in Section 5, equipping this iterative scheme
with the multiscale training and application, CLARET can estimate the lung
deformation, φ′, accurately. See Algorithm 1 for the detailed iterative matching
scheme.

5 Results

We tested CLARET’s deformable registration with 1) the 4D non-uniform ra-
tional B-spline (NURBS) based cardiac-torso (NCAT) phantom data in Section
5.1 and b) synthetic and real patient data in Section 5.2.

5.1 NCAT Phantom Data

4D NCAT phantom thorax CTs (CT dimension: 512×512×200; voxel size: 2.23
mm) were produced [10] at 10 phases sampled in one breathing cycle. These were



Algorithm 1 The CLARET’s treatment-time application algorithm.
Input:
I: Fréchet mean CT;
φ̄: Mean DVF;
φpc: Eigenmode DVFs;
M : Regression matrices;
thr: SSD threshold value;
Output:
I ′: Estimated CT;
φ′: Estimated DVF;
foreach Acquisition of treatment-time radiographs J do

SSD =MAX_NUMBER;
I ′ = Ī;
Ĵ =LGN_HM(J ,P (Ī)); //Local Gaussian Normalization and Histogram Matching
foreach kth scale of regression matrix application do

while SSD ≥ thr do
λ = [Ĵ − P (I ′)] ·Mk;
φ′ = φ+

∑
i

λ · φi
pc;

I ′ = Ī ◦ φ′;
SSD = ||Ĵ − P (I ′)||;

end
end

end

used as the treatment planning CTs to produce the respiratory shape space. A
corresponding CBCT sequence was simulated at 6 phases from the NCAT CTs
using the protocol of a gantry-mounted kV on-board imaging system (Varian
Medical Systems) used in the clinical IGRT setup. The DRRs of the simulated
CBCT phases were generated as the simulated target radiographs. In this NCAT
test, CLARET registered the Fréchet mean CT of the 4D thorax CTs to the
5 simulated coronal radiographs 5 degrees apart in total (−2.5◦to 2.5◦). The
registration quality was then validated by measuring the tumor’s 3D Center Of
Gravity (CoG) difference between the CLARET-estimated CT and the CBCT
at the target phase. 3D tumor CoGs were calulated from their active contour
(Snake) segmentations [11]. As shown in Table 1, CLARET yields sub-voxel
accuracy at all CBCT phases except phase 5, where the error is 1.25 voxels.

CBCT phase number 1 2 3 4 5 6
Before registration 3.94 1.51 4.81 5.63 2.79 2.32
After registration 1.77 1.51 2.20 1.14 2.79 1.44

Table 1. 3D tumor CoG error (mm) before and after CLARET’s registration
for the 6 NCAT-simulated CBCT phases.



5.2 Patient Data

Respiratory-correlated CT (RCCT) data sets (CT dimension: 512 × 512 × 120;
voxel size: 2.28 mm) were generated by a 8-slice scanner (LightSpeed i, GE
Medical Systems), acquiring repeat CT images for a complete respiratory cycle
at each couch position while recording patient respiration (Real-time Position
Management System, Varian Medical Systems). The CT projections were ret-
rospectively sorted (GE Advantage 4D) to produce 3D images at 10 different
respiratory phases.

In the following sections, we demonstrate CLARET’s registration results on
both synthetic and real patient CB radiographs.

Synthetic Treatment Radiographs We used the DRRs of the target CTs as
the synthetic treatment-time radiographs. The DRRs were generated to simulate
radiographs in a gantry-mounted kV on-board imaging system (Varian Medical
Systems). The target CTs were deformed from the patient’s Fréchet mean CT
by taking normally distributed random samples of the coefficients of the first
three eigenmodes of the DVFs of the patient’s RCCTs.

For each one of the 10 CLARET’s registrations, we used a single simulated
coronal radiograph (dimension: 128 × 96; pixel spacing: 3.10 mm) at angle =
14.18◦ (see Figure 3(d)) as the input. The registration quality was then validated
by measuring the 3D tumor CoG (again via Snake segmentations) difference
between the CLARET-estimated CT and the target CT. As shown in Table 2,
after registration CLARET can reduce more than 85% of CoG error.

Test cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Before registration 8.23 21.33 21.78 20.05 9.86 10.24 10.92 15.72 14.87 19.91
After registration 1.30 0.78 1.52 3.33 0.75 1.31 0.45 1.57 2.07 2.72

Table 2. 3D tumor CoG error (mm) before and after CLARET’s registration
for the 10 randomly generated test cases.

We studied CLARET’s registration quality in average DVF error per CT
voxel versus different angular spacings for training. For each sampling angle, we
generated 30 random test cases as described in the previous section. Figure 4(a)
shows the DVF error reduces with appropriately large angular spacings.

We also studied CLARET’s registration quality in average DVF error per CT
voxel versus the number of DRRs used for training. For each number of DRRs,
we generated 30 random test cases as described in the previous section. Figure
4(b) shows no particular trend.

As a result, we used a single radiograph to test CLARET’s registration for
the real patient data in the next section.

Real Treatment Radiographs We tested CLARET on 5 lung cancer paitents’
data with the on-board CBCT system mentioned before. CBCT radiographs
were shifted 16 cm to the left for acquiring CBCT scans in a half-fan mode.



(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Boxplot results of CLARET errors in (a) the angular spacing study and (b) the
number of DRRs used for inputs. Red dots are the outliers. In (a), two DRRs for each
test were used. For the zero-degree test case, only one DRR was used. In (b), DRRs
spanning 9.68◦ about 14.18◦ were used in each test. For the single DRR test case, it
was tested at angle = 14.18◦ (see Figure 3(d)).

In this real patient study, a single coronal on-board CB radiograph (dimension:
1024× 768; pixel spacing: 0.388 mm) downsampled to dimension: 128× 96 with
pixel spacing: 3.10 mm at 14.18◦ (see Figure 3(a)) at both the EE and the
EI phases were used for CLARET’s testing. We measured the 3D tumor CoG
(see Figure 6(a)) difference between the CLARET-estimated CT and the recon-
structed CBCT at the same respiratory phase as the testing radiograph. For the
Gaussian normalization, we set the RMS width of the Gaussian window to 31.98
mm for this imaging geometry where CLARET yielded the smallest 3D CoG
error for a lung dataset (see Figure 5). The results shown in Table 3 suggest
a consistency of registration quality between the synthetic tests and the real
patient tests. The average computation time is 5 seconds with a laptop GPU.
The largest contribution to the difference is in the direction perpendicular to
the radiograph plane (see the difference along the AP direction in Figure 6(b)),
which is expected because the CoG in that direction is determined from appar-
ent tumor size. For directions in the radiograph plane, CLARET can accurately
locate the tumor. See Figure 7.

Patient# EE, initial EE, after CLARET EI, initial EI, after CLARET
1 7.96 2.27 8.03 5.26
2 9.70 3.20 7.45 2.85
3 1.50 1.32 3.59 2.03
4 10.17 2.77 5.53 2.31
5 3.52 2.24 3.89 2.40

Table 3. 3D CoG error (mm) of EE and EI phases before and after CLARET’s
registration for 5 patients’ on-board CBCT data set.



Fig. 5. 3D tumor CoG error plots on a lung dataset with varying sizes of the Gaussian
window used for CLARET’s local Gaussian normalization.

Visual Validation Figure 6 (b) shows the 3D meshes of the tumors in the mean
CT, the CBCT at EE respiratory phase, and the estimated CT of a lung dataset
for visual validation. As shown in the figure, CLARET moves the tumor up in
the lung from the mean image; this is theoretically at EE phase. Figure 7 shows
the corresponding coronal slices of the mean CT, the reconstructed CBCT at the
EE phase and the estimated CT of the same lung dataset. As shown in Figure
7, CLARET can accurately locate the tumor in the radiograph plane (coronal
plane).

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) Manual segmented contours in the reconstructed CBCT at specific phase.
They were used for 3D CoG calculation. (b) Tumor meshes in the mean CT (gray), in
the CBCT at the EE respiratory phase (blue) and in the estimated CT (red).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Corresponding lines in the same coronal slices of (a) the mean CT, (b) the
reconstructed CBCT at the EE phase and (c) the estimated CT of the same lung
dataset used in Figure 6(b). Upper row: lines locating the tumor CoG in the CBCT
at the EE phase; lower row: lines locating the diaphragm contour in the CBCT at the
EE phase.

6 Conclusions and Discussion

We presented a novel deformable 3D/2D registration method - CLARET that
estimates 3D DVF eigenmode coefficients using patient-specific machine learn-
ing of a regression with 2D radiographs. The synthetic and real test results
have shown CLARET’s promise to provide fast and accurate tumor localization
with a single treatment-time imaging radiograph for IGRT. The future work
of CLARET will be 1) to reduce the uncertainty in direction perpendicular to
the radiograph plane by including a second radiograph in the fit at an oblique
angle to the first and 2) to extend the current respiratory space modeling to
include the treatment-time possible variations that are not in the prior RCCT
space. This will allow CLARET to correct patient’s respiratory motions more
comprehensively.
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